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Project/Location: Hotel Riva, Constance,
Germany, www.hotel-riva.de 
Architect: Grath Architects, Ravensburg, 
Germany, www.grath-architekten.de
Manufacturing/Implementation: 
A. Arnegger GmbH, Leutkirch i.A., Germany,
www.arneggergmbh.de
General Contractor: Clauss Markisen 
Projekt GmbH, Bissingen-Ochsenwang, 
Germany, www.clauss-markisen.de
Fabric: SEFAR® Architecture TENARA®
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Sun shading at Hotel Riva in Constance, Germany Exterior Heavy

Project. The Hotel Riva takes full
advantage of its proximity to the Lake
of Constance (Bodensee) and has
adopted a recurrent and exciting motto
uniting water and land. The wave
design is a creative symbol which can
be seen throughout the building – in
the hotel logo, in the tensioned roof
awning, and in the ceiling panels.
Continuity and consistency are also
hallmarks of the materials employed in
the construction, the color-design
concept, and the sustainable utilization
of energy. A relaxing atmosphere,
warmth, and plenty of personal space
are now a reality.

Concept/Design. Blending seamlessly
with the pool-deck, the climate-
controlled rooms beneath are
protected so as to enhance their
pleasant atmosphere and further
improve the quality offered to guests.
In the warm months of spring or on
hot summer days, protection from the
elements is ensured while the canopies
themselves have become real eye-
catchers in their own right, enjoying

great popularity simply for their visual
appearance.

Construction. When deciding how
best to deal with the shading issue, a
clear decision was reached in favor of
SEFAR® Architecture TENARA® Fabric.
Without impairing the view in any way,
it provides a natural lighting effect.
Attached directly to the highest level of
the building, its sun protection
properties are exceptional; this
permanently UV-durable and light-
technical fabric naturally repels both
dirt and water. In particular, the
construction lends an unmistakable
aesthetic quality to the Hotel Riva and
architectonic characteristic which is not
to be underestimated.
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